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residues correct? Let $a$ be an integer, and define $r(a)$ as the number of squares mod
$a$ that are congruent to $a$ modulo $4$. If $a$ is prime then $r(a)=\frac{a}{2}$ and is
not always true for composite $a$. However, if $a$ is of the form $4n+1$ or $4n+3$ then
$r(a)=2$. As a more general example, I found that if $a=8q+1$ with $q$ a prime then
$r(a)=4q$. Is it true that $r(a)=\frac{a}{2}$ in general? How would one prove it? A: The
quadratic reciprocity law tells us that $r(a)$ is even if and only if $a$ is a quadratic
residue modulo $4$. Lively dress encouraged Tuesday Apr 2, 2012 at 12:01 AM By
Michael ShepherdThe Associated Press TAHLEQUAH, OKLAHOMA — All but one of
about 25 inmates at a women’s prison in rural Oklahoma fought one another Monday in an
unusual event that resulted in at least 10 of the inmates being sent to a nearby hospital.It’s
the first time the women have taken part in the prison brawling since coming into the
facility last year, but authorities were still trying to figure out why the fights broke
out.“The fights themselves are unusual. You have to give that credit to these inmates,” said
Lt. Joey Jordan, a spokesman for the Oklahoma Department of Corrections, which
oversees the women’s prison near Tahlequah. “They�
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